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On 18th May, 2023, the Biennial 

Nehru House Function was held 

in the HLL hall of Modern 

School, Barakhamba Road. The 

themes of unconditional 

devotion to God and the power 

of love and friendship were 

reflected in the performances 

showcased by the students. The 

function began with the arrival 

of the esteemed Chief Guest, 

Colonel Vijay Chadda and 

Principal Dr Vijay Datta. The 

exhibition put up by the 

students, reflected their hard 

work. It consisted of paintings, 

sculptures, photography, digital 

graphics, woodcraft, and the 

achievements of the students. 

The utilisation of wastepaper 

through paper technology got 

the most appreciation. The 

evening began with the 

auspicious ‘Shiv Vandana’ which made everyone feel the transcendental power of 
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Nehru House students proudly singing their House Song 

 
NEHRU HOUSE FUNCTION 

Col Chadda looking at the collection of artworks during the 

Exhibition. 

 

Chief guest along with the Principal and the House Masters 
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Shiva. The main highlight of the event 

was the captivating in-house production 

‘SNOW WHITE’ which was an English 

Musical. The timeless classic transported everyone 

into a world where beauty, bravery and the power 

of true friendship and love prevailed, in the face of 

evil. Finally, the show ended with the students 

proudly singing their house song ‘Shoulder to 

Shoulder, marching forward, which inspired 

everyone to achieve peace, love and harmony. The 

programmes were beautifully orchestrated under the 

guidance of the house masters Ms Sonika Jain, Ms 

Simarpan Kaur and Ms Aarti Mehta. After the 

performance, Col Vijay Chadda gave a motivating 

speech to the students and extended his heartfelt 

thanks to Principal for inviting him. Dr Vijay Datta 

also praised the efforts of the students of Nehru 

House for putting up a marvellous event and 

extended his appreciation to the house masters. The 

evening closed with the vote of thanks for all and a 

feeling of pride in the eyes of the parents, students 

and house masters of Nehru house. 

 

 

 

 

The ninety minutes Round Square Zoom Postcard on the theme ‘Forging New Paths for Peace’ which was 

hosted by The Millennium School, UAE took 

place on 17th May, 2023. It brought together 

individuals from diverse backgrounds and 

perspectives. The students renewed their sense of 

purpose and a commitment to make a positive 

impact in the world. Students from twenty-three 

schools embraced the spirit of openness and 

respect, creating an inclusive environment. 

Modern School Delegation comprised Syna 

Mehra(Class 11I), Narayani Khanna(11I), Serena 

Sabherwal(12B), Sanidhya Brara(12C), Seerath 

Prakash(12H), Ahana Budhiraja(11H) and Mr 

Nitish Chandela. The Round Square Conference 

was a transformative experience that pushed 

boundaries and broadened horizons. It fostered a 

sense of togetherness, encouraged experiential 

learning, and inspired action towards global 

challenges. 

Nehru House students giving a mesmerising dance performance. 

 

Snippets from the captivating English Musical ‘Snow White’ 

 

ROUND SQUARE-POSTCARD EVENT

Enthusiastic delegates during the event 
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Model United Nations Society of Modern 

School, Barakhamba Road, organised the 

offline Intra MOD MUN 2023 from 23rd 

May to 24th May, 2023. It comprised 

three committees, each focused on a 

specific agenda. The Historic Security 

Council aimed to address the escalating 

tensions around the borders of Israel after 

the expulsion of the United Nations 

Emergency Force from the Sinai 

Peninsula. The Lok Sabha Committee 

deliberated on the different schemes 

implemented in India for the benefit of 

marginalised individuals. The World 

Trade Organization Committee tackled 

the challenges of oil price fluctuations 

and the establishment of trade capacities 

in oil markets. Students of Class 12 

chaired the committees and played a 

pivotal role in overseeing the 

proceedings. Under the guidance of Ms 

Sonia Kapoor, the teacher in-charge, 

MOD MUN Intra 2023 was a successful 

event where students developed a deeper 

understanding of global affairs and 

fostered critical thinking.  

  

 

 

The Round Square Postcard event which was hosted 

by Kinross Wolaroi School, Australia took place on 

Zoom platform on 24th May, 2023. The event started 

with the participants separating into breakout rooms to 

explore the theme of ‘Building Community 

Connections’. The delegates discussed the types of 

programmes taken up by the schools and how that 

contributes to inclusion, thereby fostering a sense of 

togetherness. Modern School Delegation comprised  

Yashve Rai(Class 12G), Bhavya Khanchandani(11E), 

Rudrakshi Sahni(12A), Avvya Gupta(11I), Vania 

Karna(11G), and Tanay Jalan(11A). The topic was 

relevant and impactful which eventually made each 

Modern School delegate connect more deeply with the 

other participants and have a fruitful discussion.  

Lok Sabha Committee in Action during Public Session 

 

INTRA MOD MUN 2023 

ROUND SQUARE-POSTCARD EVENT

 Executive Board and Awardees for the United Nations Historic Security Council 

 

 

Delegates during the Round Square Conference 
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FLORENCE ROSE GOYAL, 8A  

AMAARA AHUJA, 10A OJAS KHANDELWAL, 7C  

Compiled by: Ms Minakshi Chandola                           Supervised by: Ms Namrata Sanghi 


